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Image of the Month - April
Title - Wash Day in the Portofino
Author - Peter Sherlock
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PRESIDENTS REPORT
By the end of April, we will have just over two and a half months left before our 2022 Annual
General Meeting. It is time to start thinking about whether you might want to stand for one of the
exciting job opportunities MPS has on offer. Please feel free to peruse the list below as I am sure
something might catch your eye.
The point here is that we need to plan for this event. There is only one thing worse than turning up
at an AGM where more than half a club’s membership is not present. That “one thing” is when
people in critical positions unexpectedly resign and there is a scramble to fill those positions. Other
members may not have had time to consider taking on a role, so they decline to stand when
nominated. This puts a club at risk of not being able to legally operate without certain office bearers
from positions left vacant on the night. I have the utmost respect for my current committee and
everyone’s dedication to their various roles in the Club, but some committee members may not
want to stand for re-election again. If this is the case, as it is with Robert Rosee our Competition
Secretary, it is important to let the committee know sooner rather than later so we can give
members time to consider standing for such positions.
All MPS members are welcome to nominate for any Office Bearer’s role or position in the
Operational Team, so I encourage members to do so.
Office Bearers: President, Vice President, Secretary/Public Officer, Treasurer.
Committee Members: Competition Secretary, Program Co-Ordinator, Membership Liaison, Publicity
Officer, Cable Release Editor, Assistant Secretary.
Non-Committee Positions: Social Secretary, Provisions Officer, Webmaster, Tour Organiser, Digital
Projectionist, Club Photographer.
In the spirit of what I have written, I wish to advise the Club that I will not be standing for re-election
at the 2022 AGM. My wife Vicki and I are planning to sell our house and “downsize” in June or July,
and I believe the imminent upheaval in our lives will severely affect my ability to continue as
President.
I have worked with a team of very dedicated people over the past two years, through what I believe
to be the most socially challenging time the club has faced. I believe that Team has set the club up
structurally to comply with legal requirements and streamlined the club’s operations. This team has
made the President’s role amazingly easy. We have used sub-committees to help organise and run
events and that has given non committee members an opportunity to be more involved at an
operational level and observe how the club functions. These members now have the experience to
take a more challenging role.
My sincere thanks go to all members who have contributed as elected Office Bearers, worked on the
Operational Teams, or volunteered on Sub-Committees. You are all doing a marvellous job.
Peter Sherlock
President
NB. There could be several minor structural changes around the Competition Secretary’s role with
the possible formation of a Competition Committee to spread the workload. More information on
this will be available in coming weeks.
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COMMITTEE
Office Bearers
President

Peter Sherlock

Treasurer

Tony Law

Secretary

Neil Loomes

Vice President

David Williams

Committee Members
Competition Secretary

Robert Rosee

Program Coordinator

Eddie Lim

Member Liaison Officer

Eileen Neville

Social Secretary

Lisa Everett

Cable Release Editor

Jenny Delaporte

Publicity Officer

Brett Atkins

Assistant Secretary

Marie McLaurin

Committee Support Team
Provisions Officer
Webmaster
Digital Projectionist
Club Photographer
Sound Technician

David Williams
Neil Loomes
Brett Atkins
Christine Maidment
Vacant
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COMPETITION SECRETARY’S REPORT
April 2022 Competition Judged by Colin Talbot
19 members entered a total of 81 images.
14 Distinctions & 20 Credits were awarded as follows:
Colour Prints:

8 Images

2 Distinctions

3 Credits

Monochrome Prints:

6 Images

2 Distinctions

1 Credit

Projected Images Colour :

29 images

4 Distinctions

8 Credits

Projected Images Monochrome: 22 images

3 Distinctions

6 Credits

Themed – Directional Light

3 Distinctions

3 Credits

18 images

Image Of The Month Peter Sherlock’s Colour Projected Image
“Washday in Portofino”

R Rosee
Competition Secretary
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SOME OF OUR WINNING IMAGES

David williams-Spin Class

Eileen Neville-What’s behind the door Tony Naumovski- Dancer

Jenny Delaporte-When still life comes to life

SharynnLee-Loader

Eddie Lim-Wet dog

Evi Messer- Mother and chick

Peter Sherlock-Bike parking

Peter Sherlock -Timor Sea mangrove
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NEXT MONTHS COMPETITION MEETING
Our next competition meeting will be held on The 11th of May, The judge will be David Johnson ,
who was once a member of our club , David has also judged on a number of occasions for us before.
The theme for May is Street photography, so get you thinking caps on.
Competition details will be distributed the week prior to the meeting. Digital Images must be in to
the competition secretary the Friday prior to the competition night.

WHAT IS STREET PHOTOGRAPHY ?
Street photography, a genre of photography that records everyday life in a public place. The very
publicness of the setting enables the photographer to take candid pictures of strangers, often
without their knowledge. Street photographers do not necessarily have a social purpose in mind, but
they prefer to isolate and capture moments which might otherwise go unnoticed.
Information source from Brittanica.com

Also, a street photograph does not have to have people in it. This goes beyond an urban landscape.
Search for images that have the same effect as a good street photograph with a person. Search for
an image that give us hints about life or makes us think or feel something, without people in the
shot.
Information source from digital-photography-school.com

Image source iphotography.com

Image source Photoreview.com

Image Source Street Photography magazine Image source theverge.com
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PRESENTATIONS
Next month’s presentation will be held on the 25th of May. Glenn Smith will be presenting Macro/close up
photography. Glenn has presented at our club before and is well regarded by our members. Some may
already know Glenn or seen him and his huge lens wandering around Mount Annan Botanical Gardens
snapping wildlife or sitting on the ground taking photos of mushrooms. A presentation to look forward to.

Images by Glenn Smith
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FEATURED MEMBER
Diane Mulley
I didn’t actively take part in photography until I joined MPS in 2015 although I had always had a
passing interest in it, in that I very much appreciated what I considered to be a “great image”.
My first love from a very early age has always been art, in particular creating works using pastels,
oils, and inks.
Over the years I have
produced many, many
works, and even managed to
sell about 30 of them. I still
have many which are either
hanging on my walls or are
stacked in the bottom of my
wardrobe. The subject
matters depicted in them
varies from still life, fantasy
themes, some landscapes,
and some semi-abstracts.
Here are some of them.

The move to include photography in my interests stemmed directly from my love of art. To look at
an image and find it “just so” (whether it be a painting or a photograph) can be a pleasurable
experience for the viewer (even if the subject of the image is not what one might consider beautiful
or pretty). It’s more a sense of satisfaction one feels when taking the image in. How one achieves the
end result, in my opinion, doesn’t matter. That applies to both painting and photography. I now own
only one camera. It’s a Sony RX100 mark V, I love it. It fits into my handbag, and I can take it with me
whenever I go somewhere where I feel like I might want to take some photographs. I’m not one to
take hundreds and hundreds of photos either, If I see something photo worthy, I get in there, click
away and move on. The hunt for what I consider to be photo worthy subjects is part of the pleasure
of photography for me. It’s exciting when I think I’ve found it. I like looking through my photos later
to find out if I was right – many times to be disappointed, other times happy. I cull mercilessly
because I hate having masses and masses of useless photos in my files.
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FEATURED MEMBER
The fun part for me is then trying to turn what I consider to be either a good or adequate photo into
something much, much better. I use Lightroom Classic and have some fun playing with it.
Portrait photography is my favourite, and I have had some success with it. For some reason as I get
older, I am less inclined to stick my camera in the face of people I don’t know, and often feel too shy
to intrude and ask permission, In the absence of portraiture subjects, I sometimes turn to landscape
photography but have always been of the firm belief that (in both paintings and photographs) it is a
bridge too far for me because there is an abundance of high-quality landscape photographs (and
paintings) out there with which I cannot even come close to in terms of quality. I do enjoy some still
life photography and particularly enjoy the fact that it can be staged and will not move!
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FEATURED MEMBER
I have surprised myself with some of the successes I have had in the past with photography and have
felt that I may not be deserving (due to my lack of commitment to acquiring technical knowledge),
My son told me that this feeling I have about my photography is classic Imposter Syndrome, which
being the idea that I have somehow faked or fluked my successes. I can only let myself off the hook
by acknowledging that any apparent “skill” I may have (which surfaces only occasionally), may lie in
my ability to recognise a good photo (all subjective I know!) Just goes to show that regardless of
your skill level, photography is a worthwhile and rewarding interest. Being a member of MPS
continues to be a great experience.

All Images and art by Diane Mulley
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TIPS AND TRICKS
Learn to use the Exposure Triangle

To get your photos looking their best, you need to master the three basics: Aperture, Shutter Speed,
and ISO. You also need to understand the relationships between these three controls. When you
adjust one of them, you would usually have to consider at least one of the others, to get the desired
results. Using Auto Mode takes care of these controls, but you pay the price of not getting your
photos to look the way you wanted them, and often disappointing. It’s a better idea to learn how to
use Aperture-priority or Shutter-priority modes and ultimately shoot in Manual mode.

Choose the Right ISO

The ISO we choose depends on the situation – when it’s dark we need to push the ISO up to a higher
number, say anything from 400 – 3200 as this will make the camera more sensitive to light, and then
we can avoid blurring. On sunny days we can choose ISO 100 or the Auto setting as we have more
light to work with.
Information sourced from exposureguide.com
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TIPS AND TRICKS
Invest More In Learning (and Less on Gear)

Image source Digital Photography School

If you’re thinking about spending thousands on new cameras and lenses, think twice. People often
end up disappointed that their shiny new toys aren’t producing that “wow” factor they were
expecting. You can take stunning photos that you’ll be proud of, even with a modest digital camera
fitted with its standard zoom lens. But you need to have a solid understanding of the basics. That’s
why it is critical to master composition and light, before spending anything on new gear.
Information sourced from exposureguide.com

Pay attention to depth of field

To add another dimension to your composition, be aware of depth of field. Depth of field in
photography is the relation of how sharp the plane of focus is compared to everything away from
that plane. Depth of field is largely determined by the aperture size you set and your distance to the
subject. Wider apertures emphasize depth of field, and so does getting closer to your subject
Information sourced from borrowlenses.com
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INTERESTING PHOTOGRAPHY FACTS
Some of the most popular subjects of photography in the 1800s were corpses. Many famous
individuals were famously photographed after their deaths, like the Clanton’s and McLaury’s who
died in the Gunfight at the O.K. Corral. But it wasn’t only the famous who found themselves as
posthumous models; regular people were often photographed after death also.

In this image, the dead girl on the left photographed with siblings
Image source https://discover.hubpages.com

The most expensive camera ever sold was a Leica 0-Series camera, a 1923 prototype for the groundbreaking Leica A. It was sold in auction in Vienna. Fetching roughly $2.5 million

Image source camerajabber.com
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INTERESTING PHOTOGRAPHY FACTS
The chemicals used in the development of photographs included mercury, silver nitrate, lye, and
more. These chemicals were extremely dangerous, and many photographers had to take time off
from their work due to illness caused by exposure to the chemicals. Over time, prolonged contact
with these chemicals and metals could lead to madness or even death. Photography before the
digital age was serious, potentially life-threatening business! And it wasn’t just the chemicals from
the developing solution that were dangerous. Early flash powder ingredients included Potassium
chloride and aluminium which were mixed to create the flash for images. It was common for these
to be mixed incorrectly and explode more violently than intended.

The human eye equivalent of f-stop is f/8.3 in bright conditions and f/2 in dark conditions.

Image source howstuffworks.com

Image source zmescience.com

The most viewed photograph the history is the Windows XP’s default wallpaper.

All information and images from Photoion.com
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SHOT SPOTS
Nobby’s Headland Newcastle NSW

Image source NSW Port Authority

Cathederal Rocks Kiama NSW

Images sourced @ kiama.com.au

Bombo Quarry NSW

Images sourced @ visitnsw.com.au

Image source concreteplayground.com
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SHOT SPOTS
Fitzroy Falls Nsw

Images sourced @ SydneyUncovered.com.au

Wolgan Valley Lithgow NSW

Images sourced @ visitnsw.com.au

Namadagi National Park ACT

Image source canberranoticeboard.com.au Image source awildland.blogspot.co
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CLUB NEWS
Australian Cup Photographic Competition
The Australian Cup is an annual photographic competition run by the Australian Photographic
Society. It is for photographic clubs around Australia to compete and showcase their best work.
There will be 10 awards for clubs and 29 awards for individual photographers. Three international
judges will judge the awards. We have entered these awards in the past with mixed to
mediocre results and the committee believes that this has not been a true reflection of the talent
that we do have in our membership.
So, this year we will select the images in a slightly different way to produce the best pool of 20
images that will represent MPS in this competition. We are calling for members to supply three
images each for consideration by a panel of MPS Committee Members who will select from this pool
the final 20 images to represent us.
The images need to be a maximum size of 1920 pixels wide in a landscape or square format or 1200
pixels high in a portrait format. The maximum file size is 2mb. They do not have to have been
entered into MPS competitions previously and they do not have to have been taken in the last 12
months. Any subject (colour or mono) is acceptable, but images of a nude nature will not be
accepted. Authors may only enter with one club, so if you belong to more than one club choose your
allegiances now. Images entered in previous Australian Cup competitions will not be accepted.
Images are to be emailed to Rob the Competition Secretary at competitionmpsinc@gmail.com no
later than Friday 29th April. PLEASE NOTE: The Subject line in the email must state "Australian Cup
Images". Files should be named "MPSAustCup_AuthorsName_001" (002, 003). (So, they don't get
confused with normal comp images). They will be then reviewed by the MPS panel to select the final
20 images. No more than 2 entries from any member can be selected.
Once selected they will be entered, and the Society will pay the entry fee and notify those who have
been successful in selection. Judging will occur in June and the results will be announced at a Zoom
meeting on 31st July 2022. Awards are as follows:
1. Australian Cup for the club with the highest points.
2. APS Gold Medal for the club ranked second. electronic certificate for club website.
3. APS Silver Medal for the club ranked third. Electronic certificate for club website.
4. APS Bronze Medal for the club ranked fourth. Electronic certificate for club website.
5. 6 APS honourable mentions for the clubs ranked 5th-10th. Electronic version club for website.
6. The authors of the club ranked 1st receive an honourable mention.
7. 1 APS gold medal, 2 APS silver medals and 3 APS bronze medals will award works of exceptional
quality, independent of the club´s classification.
8. Each juror will award one image ‘Three Judges Choice Award’.
9. One Chairman's Choice Award.
10. Each author can only receive one prize.
11. All entered Images & individual awards are eligible to count as national acceptances towards APS
Honours LAPS, AAPS.
Any queries please contact Neil Loomes at secretarympsinc@gmail.com or Robert Rosee at
competitionmpsinc@gmail.com
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CLUB NEWS
Southern Cross-National Exhibition
Berwick Viewfinders Camera Club will be holding a National Photographic competition (Southern
Cross-National Exhibition) in June this year.
This will be a digital only photography competition with images judged by a panel of eight
internationally experienced and nationally qualified judges from all over Australia.
Digital Image Sections:
* Open Monochrome
* Open Colour
* People/Portraits
* Scapes: Land, Sea, and City Scapes
* Night Sky
With a special section for Youth aged 12-21yrs
Check out the website - southerncross.myphotoclub.com.au

Illustration from Istock.com
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Vintage mugshots from Australia, 1920s
Dressed in their finest suits and ties with their top hats cocked towards the camera, these men and
women seem to be posing for expensive portraits. But behind their tidy appearances are guilty eyes
that hide some of the most sinister crimes policemen of the day had dealt with.

William Stanley Moore. 1926. Captioned: Opium dealer./ Operates with large quantities of faked
opium and cocaine./ A wharf labourer; associates with water front thieves and drug traders
These are mugshots of Australian convicts who were dealt with by police for chilling murders,
robberies burglaries and other crimes in the 1920s and 1930s.
Australia’s Justice & Police Museum has released 2,500 photographs of female criminals from the
1920s. The pictures of murderers, bigamists, bootleggers, and prostitutes provide a fascinating
glimpse into life in Australia in the early 20th Century.
These “special photographs” were mostly taken in the cells at the Central Police Station, Sydney and
are, as curator Peter Doyle explains, of “men and women recently plucked from the street, often still
animated by the dramas surrounding their apprehension.
Doyle suggests that, compared with the subjects of prison mug shots, “the subjects of the Special
Photographs seem to have been allowed – perhaps invited – to position and compose themselves
for the camera as they liked. Their photographic identity thus seems constructed out of a potent
alchemy of inborn disposition, personal history, learned habits and idiosyncrasies, chosen personal
style (haircut, clothing, accessories) and physical characteristics. The images themselves are of
excellent quality, beautifully composed and in many cases, quite artistic.
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Vintage mugshots from Australia, 1920s

Albert Stewart Warnkin and Adolf Gustave Beutler.
1920.
Albert Stewart Warnkin is listed in the NSW Police Gazette of 10 November 1920, as charged with
attempting to carnally know a girl eight years old. No entry is found for Beutler, whose picture is
inscribed ‘wilful and obscene exposure.

Thomas Craig, Raymond Neil (aka “Gaffney the Gunman”), William Thompson and FW Wilson.
1928.
This photograph was apparently taken in the aftermath of a raid led by Chief Bill Mackay – later to
be Commissioner of Police – on a house at 74 Riley Street, ‘lower Darlinghurst’. Numerous charges
were heard against the 15 men and women arrested. It was a house frequented by ‘reputed thieves.
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Vintage mugshots from Australia, 1920s

Eugenia Falleni, alias Harry Crawford. 1920.
Crime: murder. Eugenia Falleni spent most of her life masquerading as a man. In 1913 Falleni
married a widow, Annie Birkett, whom she later murdered. The case whipped the public into a
frenzy as they clamoured for details of the ‘man-woman’ murderer. Aged approximately 35.
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Vintage mugshots from Australia, 1920s

Joseph Messenger. 1922.
Joseph Messenger and Valerie Lowe were arrested in 1921 for breaking into an army warehouse
and stealing boots and overcoats to the value of 29 pounds 3 shillings.
The following year, when this photograph was taken, they were charged with breaking and entering
a dwelling. Those charges were eventually dropped but they were arrested again later that year for
stealing a saddle and bridle from Rosebery Racecourse.
As an adult Messenger was active in inner-Sydney underworld through the 1920s, and he appears in
the NSW Criminal Register (16 July 1930 entry no 171) as a seasoned criminal and gang affiliate. The
description of his modus operandi includes, ‘Violently [resists] arrest…frequents wine saloons,
billiard rooms, and racecourses … consorts with prostitutes. This photograph shows Messenger at
age 18.
Story and images sourced from https://rarehistoricalphotos.com

Image source istock.com
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The Anzac Day Tradition
What is Anzac Day?
Anzac Day, 25 April, is one of Australia’s most important national occasions. It marks the anniversary
of the first major military action fought by Australian and New Zealand forces during the First World
War.

What does ANZAC stand for?
ANZAC stands for Australian and New Zealand Army Corps. The soldiers in those forces quickly
became known as Anzacs, and the pride they took in that name endures to this day.

Why is this day special to Australians?
When war broke out in 1914 Australia had been a federated nation for only 13 years, and its
government was eager to establish a reputation among the nations of the world. When Britain
declared war in August 1914 Australia was automatically placed on the side of the Commonwealth. In
1915 Australian and New Zealand soldiers formed part of the expedition that set out to capture the
Gallipoli peninsula in order to open the Dardanelles to the allied navies. The ultimate objective was to
capture Constantinople (now Istanbul), the capital of the Ottoman Empire, an ally of Germany.

Accession Number: A02781

A view looking aft of lifeboat carrying unidentified men of the Australian 1st Divisional Signal
Company as they are towed towards Anzac Cove on the day of the landing.
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The Anzac Day Tradition
The Australian and New Zealand forces landed on Gallipoli on 25 April, meeting fierce resistance from
the Ottoman Turkish defenders. What had been planned as a bold stroke to knock Turkey out of the
war quickly became a stalemate, and the campaign dragged on for eight months. At the end of 1915,
the allied forces were evacuated from the peninsula, with both sides having suffered heavy casualties
and endured great hardships. More than 8,000 Australian soldiers had died in the campaign. Gallipoli
had a profound impact on Australians at home, and 25 April soon became the day on which
Australians remembered the sacrifice of those who died in the war.
Although the Gallipoli campaign failed in its military objectives, the actions of Australian and New
Zealand forces during the campaign left a powerful legacy. What became known as the “Anzac
legend” became an important part of the identity of both nations, shaping the ways in which they
viewed both their past and their future.

Early commemorations
In 1916 the first Anzac Day commemorations were held on 25 April. The day was marked by a wide
variety of ceremonies and services across Australia, a march through London, and a sports day in the
Australian camp in Egypt. In London more than 2,000 Australian and New Zealand troops marched
through the streets; a London newspaper headline dubbed them “the knights of Gallipoli”. Marches
were held all over Australia; in the Sydney march convoys of cars carried soldiers wounded on
Gallipoli and their nurses. For the remaining years of the war Anzac Day was used as an occasion for
patriotic rallies and recruiting campaigns, and parades of serving members of the AIF were held in
most cities.

Accession Number: P04497.004

25 April 1916: Australian and New Zealand troops marching down Whitehall London to Westminster
Abbey.
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The Anzac Day Tradition
During the 1920s Anzac Day became established as a national day of commemoration for the more
than 60,000 Australians who had died during the war. In 1927, for the first time, every state observed
some form of public holiday on Anzac Day. By the mid-1930s all the rituals we now associate with the
day – dawn vigils, marches, memorial services, reunions, two-up games – were firmly established as
part of Anzac Day culture.
Later, Anzac Day also served to commemorate the lives of Australians who died in the Second World
War, and in subsequent years the meaning of the day has been further broadened to include those
who lost their lives in all the military and peacekeeping operations in which Australia has been
involved.
Anzac Day was first commemorated at the Memorial in 1942. At the time, government orders
prohibited large public gatherings in case of a Japanese air attack, so it was a small occasion with
neither a march nor a memorial service. Since then, Anzac Day has been commemorated at the
Memorial every year.

Accession Number: ART27772

William Dargie, Anzac Day Ceremony, Australian War Memorial, 1971
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What does it mean today?
Australians recognise 25 April as a day of national remembrance, which takes two forms.
Commemorative services are held across the nation at dawn – the time of the original landing, while
later in the day, former servicemen and servicewomen meet to take part in marches through the
country’s major cities and in many smaller centres. Commemorative ceremonies are more formal and
are held at war memorials around the country. In these ways, Anzac Day is a time at which
Australians reflect on the many different meanings of war.

Crowds line the route of the Anzac Day National Ceremony march, 25 April 2011

Image source sydneymorningherald.com.au
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The Dawn Service
It is often suggested that the Dawn Service observed on Anzac Day has its origins in a military routine
still followed by the Australian Army. The half-light of dawn was one of the times favoured for
launching an attack. Soldiers in defensive positions were woken in the dark before dawn, so by the
time first light crept across the battlefield they were awake, alert, and manning their weapons; this is
still known as the “stand-to” As dusk is equally favourable for battle, the stand-to was repeated at
sunset.
After the First World War, returned soldiers sought the comradeship they had felt in those quiet,
peaceful moments before dawn. A dawn vigil became the basis for commemoration in several places
after the war. It is difficult to say when the first dawn services were held, as many were instigated by
veterans, clergymen, and civilians from all over the country. A dawn requiem mass was held at
Albany as early as 1918, and a wreath laying, and commemoration took place at dawn in Toowoomba
the following year. In 1927 a group of returned men returning at dawn from an Anzac Day function
held the night before came upon an elderly woman laying flowers at the as yet unfinished Sydney
Cenotaph. Joining her in this private remembrance, the men later resolved to institute a dawn service
the following year. Some 150 people gathered at the Cenotaph in 1928 for a wreath laying and two
minutes’ silence. This is generally regarded as the beginning of organised dawn services. Over the
years the ceremonies have developed into their modern forms and have seen an increased
association with the dawn landings of 25 April 1915.

The National Ceremony
At the Australian War Memorial the National Ceremony begins with the traditional order of service,
including the veteran’s march, Commemorative Address, laying of wreaths, hymns, the sounding of
the Last Post, and observance of one minute’s silence, and the national anthems of New Zealand and
Australia.
All information and images sourced from https://www.awm.gov.au
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We Shall Keep the Faith
by Moina Michael, 1918
Oh! you who sleep in Flanders Fields,
Sleep sweet - to rise anew!
We caught the torch you threw
And holding high, we keep the Faith
With All who died.
We cherish, too, the poppy red
That grows on fields where valour led;
It seems to signal to the skies
That blood of heroes never dies,
But lends a lustre to the red
Of the flower that blooms above the dead
In Flanders Fields.
And now the Torch and Poppy Red
We wear in honour of our dead.
Fear not that ye have died for naught;
We'll teach the lesson that ye wrought
In Flanders Fields.

Image source pinterest.com

They shall grow not old, as we that are left grow old;
Age shall not weary them, nor the years condemn.
At the going down of the sun and in the morning
We will remember them.

Lest we forget
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PROGRAM
February the 9th
Competition Judge – Nigel Smith
Theme: Reflections
February the 23rd
Presenter – Brett Mezen
Nocturnal Wildlife Photography
March the 9th
Competition Judge- Linda Fury-Cancelled Due to weather/Rescheduled
Theme: Looking up
March the 23rd
Competition Judge- Linda Fury
Theme: Looking up
April the 13th
Competition Judge- Colin Talbot
Theme: Directional Light
April the 27th
Presenter-Table Top workshop
May the 11th
Competition Judge -David Johnson
Theme: Street Photography
May the 25th
Presenter- Glenn Smith
Close up/ Macro Photography
June the 8th
Competition Judge- Sandra Dan
Theme; Intentional Camera Movement
June the 22nd
Presenter- Brett Atkins (Gadgetry)
July the 13th
Competition Judge- Tania Du Toit
Theme: Bokeh
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PROGRAM
July the 27th
Presenter: Brian Bird
Photo Editing v’s Digital Art

August the 10th
Competition Judge- Ben Kipillow
Theme: Framing

August the 24th
Presenter- Sandra Dan
TBA

September the 14th
Competition Judge- TBA
Theme: Creative Beach Photography

September the 28th
Presenter- Colin Talbot
Framing and Curating

October the 12th
Competition Judge- John and Leanne Alessi
Theme: Vintage Image (looks like it was taken 60+ years ago, subject, lighting, processing, paging etc)

October the 26th
Presenter- TBA

November the 9th
Competition Judge – TBA
Theme: Night Scenes

November the 23rd
Presenter- Ben Kipillow
TBA

December the 14th
Top Shot Judge- TBA

